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Lesson 5b Pt 1 – Vocal Doubling 

 

 

Welcome back to Home Brew Audio for the tutorial on vocal doubling, a companion video to 

Lesson 5: Multi-Track Recording. This tutorial uses the same methods you learned in the Lesson 5 

video, so I won't rehash the how-tos here. If you've forgotten some of the steps, you may have to 

refer back to Lesson 5. 

 

So what is doubling? In the "Sing Harmony With Yourself" video, you recorded three versions of 

yourself singing three different notes at the same time. Doubling is what happens when you record 

yourself saying or singing the same thing at the same time. It's commonly used both in voice-overs, 

especially radio and TV commercials, and in music. Let's get started. Go ahead and open your 

Audacity software, and I'll meet you there. 

 

For the following, the differences are best heard through headphones, although the effect should be 

profound even without them. But if you have any trouble at all hearing the differences, listen 

through headphones if you're not already. Here's an example of a voice-over you might find in a 

radio ad. The first part is without doubling. "Are you ready for this?" And the second example is the 

same sentence, but it has the part doubled. "Are you ready for this?" Did you hear the difference? 

Though it isn't strictly necessary, it's better to use a stereo file for doubling. That then allows you to 

pan the two parts, left and right, for a more dramatic effect, like in the second example you just 

heard. The first example was also technically a stereo file, having both left and right channels, 

which is why you see two wave forms. But since there is only one voice recorded with one mic, the 

audio itself is still mono. So just because an audio file may have left and right channels, the audio 

itself isn't necessarily stereo. 

 

Now let's hear an example of vocal doubling in music. The first part of the vocal from Fountains of 

Wayne's "Stacy's Mom" is not doubled, just Chris, singing on one track. Then right when he says, 

"You know I'm not the little boy that I used to be," Chris' voice becomes doubled, meaning there's 

two tracks of his voice playing at the same time. I'll point out when that happens. See if you can 

hear the difference. 

 

["Stacy's Mom" music playing] 

 

Did you hear the difference? Here's another example from Shawn Colvin's "Sunny Came Home". 

It's just her on one track on the first part, but starting on, "She says days go by," her voice is 

doubled. Take a listen. 

 

["Sunny Came Home" music playing] 

 

Did you hear the difference there? If you've listened to pop music in the last 40 years, you've heard 

vocal doubling on the lead vocal many times, you just may not have known that's what it was. I just 

grabbed these examples because the CDs were at hand, but I could've used dozens of examples. 

 

Okay, now I suppose you wanna know how to do this yourself, huh? Let's start with a voice-over, 

which would be the kind of thing you'd hear on a radio ad. We're going to record one line of text, 

"Are you ready for this?" And we're gonna do a count in beforehand, so that when we record track 

two, we can get it as close in time to track one as possible. If you have no idea what I'm talking 
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about, watching me do it should help clarify things. Okay, here's how it's gonna go. I'm gonna count 

to three, and on what would be four, I'm gonna start with the line, "Are". One, two, three. "Are you 

ready for this?" Get the idea? Alright, let's record track two. 

 

You just listen to the count in and then start speaking on, "Are" and try to match as closely as 

possible, which you did on the first track. Just a reminder, this goes a lot easier if you close your 

eyes after you hit the record button, because of the latency issue. What you see on the screen and 

what's actually getting recorded are slowly off in time. And then we just fix it by lining the tracks up 

after we're done. Alright, track two. One, two, three. "Are you ready for this?" Now let's zoom in. 

You see that's slightly behind. So change to the time shift tool, and drag that so that it lines up. 

Zoom back out, change back to the selection tool cursor, and take a listen. One, two, three. "Are you 

ready for this?" And there's a doubled voice-over. 

 

Because you have two tracks of the same part, you have a choice after doubling any audio of 

whether to leave both tracks in the center, pan to 0% like these ones are now, or to spread them out 

by panning one left and the other one to the right. For radio ads, they definitely go for the obvious 

big effect. So we'll wanna pan the two parts, hard left and hard right. That's 100% left and right. 

Doesn't matter which track goes which way, as long as you pan them opposite each other. Let's mute 

track two, rewind, put your cursor right before the speaking part, and press play to hear what one 

single track, panned dead center, sounds like. "Are you ready for this?" Now let's unmute the 

second track and hit play again, "Are you ready for this?" You can already hear the doubling. 

There's already an effect there, a thickening of the audio and a lot of producers will use just that as 

the effect especially in music but you can make the effect more profound if you pan. 

 

So let's give that a try. Go to the pan slider control on track one and slide this thing by clicking and 

dragging left all the way to 40%. Do the same thing to the right for track two, 40%, and listen to 

what that did. "Are you ready for this?" See, that's already a bit more of a dramatic effect there, isn't 

it? Now let's try panning them hard left and right, all the way to the left for track one, all the way to 

the right, where it says, a 100% to track two, and listen to that. "Are you ready for this?" So that 

should give you an idea of the range of effect you can get by doubling. Both panned dead center 

sounds one way, panned just 40 or 50 degrees to the right or left sounds a different way and then 

panning them hard left and right sounds different still. It's pretty cool, isn't it? Radio, movie, and TV 

ads do this a lot, for a more in your face kind of effect. See how that easy that was? Well that's it for 

part one. Come back for part two and I'll show you how to use this technique in music. See you 

there.  


